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Zibu Angelic symbols are fluid graceful symbols that were brought to me by the Angels. Each symbol has a specific meaning and a message of hope, love and encouragement from the Angels. Read more about Zibu in my published book entitled Zibu: The Power of Angelic Symbology. Zibu
Book – $16.95 Debbie Z Almstedt Debbie Z is an artist and writer who has a strong connection to the Angelic Realm, which is the inspiration for all her jewelry. She has always been an artist and after experimenting with several media she found her passion working with wire, metallic and
semi-precious gemstones. Debbie is a native of the Pacific Northwest but responded to the intuitive nudge of moving to Mesa, Arizona, in February 2016. When she doesn't create in her colorful art studio, she can either swing West Coast or ride her Harley-Davidson in the Arizona deserts.
You can receive your own inspiring Angel reading at one of the many events Debbie attends. Details are listed in the Zibu newsletter. Remote reads are also available by phone or Skype. Email to schedule your appointment or for more details. Thanks for looking. I'd love to hear from you.
Top article by Sneha Khanna Zibu symbols are Angelic symbols channelled by Debbie Almstedt by the Angelic Realm. These symbols work miraculously and almost immediately in all spheres of life. Once we have successfully released our pains or energetic debris with the Zibu Symbol of
Release (Rakuna), we can ask our angels to help with the healing process with the Angels Symbol for Healing (Akashawa) (pronounced Ah-Kaah- Sha- Waah). As mentioned earlier, you don't need to know reiki or any other healing modity for this to work. Just a pure heart and intention is
the biggest tool you can have! Just releasing toxins and burdens is not enough, we also need to cure these empty spaces left in us after release and fill them with love and light. We can call on our angels and request them to do it for us. Healing is essential to moving forward and starting
afresh. Akashawa is usually associated with the color blue and can be pulled into the air, visualized in your spirit eye, or drawn and placed on paper. 12 creative ways to use the Zibu Symbol of Healing - Akashawa Food and drink: We can fill our food and drink with Angelic love and light by
using the Akashawa symbol. Record it over all your food and drink and tempt angels to fill it with their love and light to all who consume it while singing Akashawa. Fever, cold cough: You can use this Angelic Zibu symbol over the sick persons' throat, heart and solar-plow chakras as they
sing Akashawa to relieve them of their flu, cold and cough. That's not to say that one should ignore medication, you can use it along with medications to strengthen and improve the healing process. Medicine: You can even Release symbol and the healing symbol draws on all your
medicines requesting the angels to release dense energy and toxins from them and filling with their love and light to all who can consume them while singing Achashawa. To cure pets: You can use these symbols to energeticly cure your pets by seeking angelic help. You can also fill your
pet's food with the light of these symbols and tempt your angels to fill them with healing and light for your pet's highest good while singing the symbol's name. Plants: You can pull this symbol over plants several times and request nature angels and fairies to heal your ailing plants and keep
them happy and upbeat. You can also take/make a laminated print from this and place it under the pots of your plants to keep the energy of this symbol constantly flowing. Rooms: Certain areas of your home can feel dense or dull because of many reasons - maybe you have too many
guests left, maybe there was a fight in the room, or could be any other reason; you can pull this symbol into the air several times while receding from Akashawa and request your angels to heal and lift the energy of your room/home/office. You can also combine it with the release symbol and
then follow it with the healing symbol for cleaning the energy of a space. Bank accounts/Cash boxes: You can pull the release symbol several times to visualize your bank account or your cash box to release energetic blocks that have caused stagnation and then follow it up with Akashawa
and request your angels to heal it and fill your life with their light and grace that alleviate our financial problems. Crystals: You can use this symbol to fill healing energy in your crystals, if you need it for a specific cure. Aura healing: You can draw this symbol to the release symbol and
request angels to balance and heal your aura and chakras. Usually, blocked chakras and auras cause energetic blocks that translate into challenges in our physical reality in the form of health, wealth, advancement or any other challenges. By calling on your angels to help you clean and
heal energeticly, you are in effect asking for their help in your physical reality. Children: You can use this symbol after the release symbol to heal away fears or anxiety in your children. With regular use and calling from your angels, they will help lift your child's spirits and help them rise
above their fears. Mother Earth: You can make it a daily practice either alone or with your children before bedtime to put mother earth and visualize for a few minutes covered with the healing energy of this symbol. Doing it regularly will also help you feel a special connection to nature and
mother earth, as she will react with love. Remember to ask Archangel Michael to protect you and your children before you start this session and visualize its tube of electric blue light around you, your children and your home. Healing relationships: Often arguments can and lead to stress in
relationships. Once you have anger and resentment in the relationship or you regarding a specific relationship with the Release symbol, you can draw this symbol and ask your angels to help heal the relationship. You can draw this symbol and request angels to help heal your relationship
for the highest good of all involved. You have to remember that angels don't interfere with our free will so if you do it for a third party, it would be better to take their consent before intending to heal for them. These are some, but not the only ways to seek out the healing energy of this
amazing Angelic Zibu symbol. Please be creative and use these symbols if you feel led. The above are just a few creative suggestions based on how I used it and experienced healing in all aspects. If you missed my article on the Zibu Symbol of Release, please find it here — Healing with
Angelic Zibu Symbols — Release Free eBook download: We've created an eBook with our best articles on this topic, and offer it for free to all our newsletter subscribers. Sneha Khanna is a Growth Catalyst and Angel Medium who fuses her passion for energy work and awareness with
practical ways of life. She truly believes that we are all superheroes – it's just a matter of discovering your superpowncies and talents and effectively using them. You can offer her an email for reachsoulbalance@gmail.com Soul Therapy (Online), various individual and group workshops
(Online). You can also follow her page on www.facebook.com/snehasoulbalance and Instagram @sneha_soulbalance and positive content. Related articles article by Sneha Khanna Zibu symbols are Angelic symbols that have been channeled by the Angels rich in Debbie Almstedt. In my
previous two articles, I explained a little about them. You don't need to know reachi or any other healing modity for this to work. Just a pure heart and intention is the biggest tool you can have! As led by my angels, we will focus on blessings today. We all have something to be grateful for in
our lives. We're all blessed in some way. Yet often we become so focused on what doesn't work that we forget to recognize what works! Angels want to remind us our lives are abundant abundance. We just have to open our eyes and adjust our focus. By acknowledging and counting our
blessings, we're actually attracting more of them in our lives. The Sibu symbol of blessings Sima that resonates with the colour green is a gift given to us by our dear angels so that we may not only seek blessings for ourselves, but also help share it with the world. You can choose to draw
these symbols on paper, in the air or in your spirit eye — whatever works best for you — also remember to sing his name Sima (pronounced as Sea- Mah) while doing so. Here are 12 creative ways to use this Angelic Zibu Symbol of Blessings - Sima Food and Drink: In addition to the and
healing symbol allows you to draw this symbol several times over your food and drink and request angels to all this for everyone who wants to consume it. You can also sing its name while cooking or place this symbol laminated as, or under your coasters, water bottles etc. Main door: By
drawing this symbol several times over your main door in the air or actually putting a mural or small painting with this symbol on your main door, you can mean that angelic blessings enter your home and also shower on those who go through it. In doing so, you not only invite blessings into
your own life, but also request that angels pour blessings on all who come to meet you — it can be your friends, loved ones, any salesman, your milkman — just about anyone who comes through that door. What a wonderful feeling it would be to know that you were also a catalyst for
inviting blessings into others' lives. Children's rooms: You can put a painting of this on the walls of your children's bedroom or you can draw this symbol and keep it under their pillows to invite angelic blessings and love into their lives. Mother Earth: You can make it a bedtime ritual with your
children or alone — Call on angels and focus on and visualize Mother Earth in your spirit eye and ask your angels to dump their blessings on her and all her inhabitants. Do it as often as you can and when you feel led. As you travel: You can call on your angels and pull this symbol into the
air as you travel and ask them to shed their blessings wherever you are. Bless your day: Every morning as you wake up, you can spend two minutes with your eyes shut and visualize your day and tempt angels to fill it with their blessings. Draw this symbol in your spirit eye and sing its
name until you feel led. Bless your wallet: You can draw this symbol with your finger on your wallet and ask your angels to bless your wallet and also fill it with many blessings in your life. While you do this, you can also mean that all the money in your wallet is also blessed and whoever
receives it is blessed in turn, multiplying all these blessings for everyone's highest good. You can also express it or draw it on a piece of paper, laminate it and place it in your wallet. Bless yourself: You can visualize your energy body in your spirit eye and pull this symbol over it several times,
thereby inviting angelic blessings in your entire being. You can also visualize and draw this symbol on your aura and request the angels you cross paths with during the day are also blessed. Remember to protect yourself with Archangel Michael's blue tube of light, before stepping out if you
plan to convey blessings - just so you remain captivating in love and angelic light. Bless things you give away: We all have things we tend to outgrow or it no longer serves us and we tend to transfer them to someone else who might need it. Before you turn it over to the next person, you can
only tempt angels to fill these things with their blessings and this several times about sharing their love, light and blessings with whomever it may use. Books: Books are a source of knowledge and wisdom. You can draw this symbol several times in the air or draw it on the first page of your
books — accounting books, books that help you learn or any other books you feel led to; or you can even draw it on your children's books and request angels to help you or your children learn and gather this blessed knowledge and use it well. Home /Office: You can visualize your home or
office in your spirit eye and sign this symbol several times in the air or in your mental eye and request that blessings spill onto your home or office and all its residents. Bless those who want to harm you: Often we come across people we may not always wish well. Their intentions and
thoughts can even begin to drain us of our energy. The best way to stay encrusting and rise above this situation is to bless the other person from the bottom of your heart. You can pull this symbol in the air or in your spirit eye that means it to that person and request angels to bless the other
person for their highest good and help you detach from their energy. When we bless those who want to harm us, we neutralize their energy and not only solve their energy, but also call on angels to help them with what is best for them. The above just a few ways to use these symbols
based on my personal experience, please feel free to get creative with these symbols. There are no restrictions on how you can use them. As mentioned earlier, a pure heart and intention is all that is necessary for this to work and angels to respond with their loving grace. Free eBook
Download: We've created an eBook with our best articles on this topic, and offer it for free to all our newsletter subscribers. Sneha Khanna is a Growth Catalyst and Angel Medium who fuses her passion for energy work and awareness with practical ways of life. She truly believes that we are
all superheroes – it's just a matter of discovering your superpowncies and talents and effectively using them. You can offer her an email for reachsoulbalance@gmail.com Soul Therapy (Online), various individual and group workshops (Online). You can also follow her page on
www.facebook.com/snehasoulbalance and Instagram @sneha_soulbalance and positive content. Related Articles Articles
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